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LOCAL HOLISTIC TEACHER LAUNCHES DEBUT SELF-HELP LOVE BOOK
“Happily Inner After is the “Camelot” version of “Men Are from Mars Women Are from
Venus”. Your wildest dreams of experiencing a magical life of love can now come true!”
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, Sep. 23, 2015— Local inspirational author and holistic teacher
Deidre Madsen of Los Angeles, will debut her self-help love book “Happily Inner After – A
Guide to Getting and Keeping Your Knight in Shining Amour” Sep. 23, 2015 as part of Balboa
Press Publishing’s Self-Help Body-Mind-Spirit line. She is planning a holiday themed party in
December for her launch.
Madsen, a lecturer, instructor, spiritual counselor and life coach is a self styled quantum activist,
following the theories of monistic idealism and tenured as a Supraconsciousness Imagery Guide
supported by quantum energetics and phenomenology. She has been working toward publication
for several years while developing TGI, her own healing modality, for the past 19 years. She is
the founder of “Transformational Guided Imagery (TGI),” a time-honored, proven technique of
in-depth deep-diving treatments utilizing lucid imagery plus intuitive guidance and succor for
subtle body support to maximize your functionality in life and love.
Getting the love you want, and keeping the love you have, are two entirely different things. For
many of us, being able to first and foremost attract Mr. Right into our lives can be
insurmountable. Once attracted, often the next daunting hurdle is keeping love alive and well,
without sabotaging our happiness.
Happily Inner After is a complete system of easy-to-do exploratory exercises using lucid
imagination and internal archetypes. Your wildest dreams of having a fulfilling love life can now
come true.
Deidre Madsen can help you find and keep the love of your life. Like a song from the Jane
Austen-inspired, Hindi Cinema “Bollywood” film, Bride and Prejudice, Anu Malik’s romantic
lyrics suggest:

“Show Me the Way; Take Me to Love!”
Dr Stephan B. Poulter, PhD, author of nine books including his recent through Hay House
Publishing, "The Art of Successful Failure; It’s Your Life Journey", said: "Deidre has created
from her own personal journey, an incredible spiritual map for awakening and having the Love

life you have always desired but didn’t know how to find. This is a very powerful
transformational book for any and all souls seeking a deeper Love!"
Rev. Elizabeth O'Day, Co-founder of SoulWorks, an integrated program for living your
breakthrough. Centers for Spiritual Living, had this to say: "In clear heartfelt story and step by
step instructions Deidre Madsen gives each of us a ticket to our freedom. Using
Transformational Guided Imagery, and the five senses to create our inner landscape of love and
joy, she provides a program that works. The exercises are lush, evocative and fun. And very
effective. In the vast library of self help books, Deidre's stands out in its beauty, wisdom and
simple but effective tools. She gives away the esoteric secrets of the ages with the ease and grace
of a master, a queen. I couldn't stop reading because her personal voice was so sweetly clear,
innocently vulnerable and deeply wise."
Madsen is available for interviews and appearances. For booking presentations, media
appearances, interviews, and/or book-signings contact press@deidremadsen.com.

